[Diagnostic and therapeutic activity moderation. Quaternary and genetic prevention].
Medical activities have more positive than negative outcomes. Because this balance, medicine has a great social recognition. But with new technology and more aggressive diagnostic and therapeutic interventions, there is a decreasing gap in between benefits and harms. Risk increases because more interventions, and because placing patients in more technology environments. As a consecuence, patient safety decreases. Quantity becomes as important as quality, and the place of care is crucial for patient safety. Medical activities should be of <<low intensity and high quality>>, performed in the low level of care possible. Then, quaternary prevention (to avoid unnecessary use and risk of medical interventions) should be a continuous parallel clinical activity. I consider four examples of needed quaternary prevention, with Spanish data: 1) cardiovascular prevention (where there is an inverse use of resources, as patients who need more receive less); 2) use of new antidepressants (which has provoke an artificial epidemic of <<depression"); 3) use of antibiotics (frequently, unnecessary use), and 4) genetic diagnosis (with the example of screening of haemochromatosis, and a commentary about genetics and medicalisation).